CLAES OLDENBURG AND COOSJE VAN BRUGGEN

Soft Shuttlecocks, Falling, Number Two


CLAES OLDENBURG AND COOSJE VAN BRUGGEN

Soft Shuttlecock, Raised


CLAES OLDENBURG AND COOSJE VAN BRUGGEN

Proposal for a Sculpture in the Form of a Pan and Broom


CLAES OLDENBURG AND COOSJE VAN BRUGGEN

Study for a Sculpture in the Form of a Broom and Pan with Sweepings

CLAES OLDENBURG
Clothespin – 4 Foot Version A.P. IV


CLAES OLDENBURG
Biplane


CLAES OLDENBURG
Store Window – Yellow Shirt, Red Bow Tie


CLAES OLDENBURG
Sketch for a Soft Sculpture in the Form of a Cake Wedge – Woman for Scale

CLAES OLDENBURG
Proposed Colossal Monument for Lower East Side – Ironing Board


CLAES OLDENBURG
Proposal for a Skyscraper in the Form of a Chicago Fireplug


CLAES OLDENBURG
Proposal for a Cathedral in the Form of a Colossal Faucet, Lake Union, Seattle


CLAES OLDENBURG
Two Fagends Together, II